The origin of concepts regarding contractility, its mechanism, and its control.
The function of the heart is to contract and relax rhythmically so as to propel blood, and the requirements for that function are variable, dependent on the activity of the body. Skeletal muscle also performs variable output tasks but does so by mobilizing a smaller or larger fraction of its motor units. The heart responds in all-or-none manner and must therefore have other means of achieving variable contractile strength. In the first part of this chapter, this will be discussed in a general way, considering mechanisms that heart and muscle have in common. In the second part, we shall then examine properties that are peculiar to the myocardium. The main message of the first part is primarily that much is now known about molecular processes of contraction and of excitation--contraction coupling and that these mechanisms, although subject to specialized modifications, are common to muscle and heart. Of the second part, the main feature is that the variability of excitation--contraction coupling is a major and essential characteristic of the myocardium.